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PRIVACY POLICY 
Last updated: September 23, 2021 
 
OUR COMMITMENT TO PRIVACY 
 
Casa Systems, Inc., together with our subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively, the Company, we or us), 
respects your privacy and is committed to protecting it through our compliance with this Privacy 
Policy.  This Privacy Policy describes the types of information we may collect from you or that you 
may provide to us, including, without limitation, when you use our website at www.casa-
systems.com (including any subdomains) and any content, functionality and services offered on, by 
or through it (collectively, our Website). This Privacy Policy further describes how we collect, use, 
maintain, protect and disclose the information that we collect or you provide.  
 
PLEASE REVIEW THIS PRIVACY POLICY BEFORE USING OUR WEBSITE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH 
THE TERMS OF THIS PRIVACY POLICY, DO NOT USE OUR WEBSITE.  BY ACCESSING OR USING OUR 
WEBSITE, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS PRIVACY POLICY. 
 
INFORMATION WE COLLECT ABOUT YOU 
 
From Our Website 
 
We may collect several types of information from and about you in connection with your use of or 
interaction with our Website, including information that identifies you personally.  We may also 
collect information that is about you, but individually does not identify you, such as demographic 
data or information about your Internet connection, the equipment you use to access our Website, 
and your usage details. Note that personal information does not include aggregated or de-identified 
information that cannot be used to personally identify you. 
 
We collect this information directly from you when you provide it to us via our Website. We may also 
automatically collect certain information as you navigate through our Website, such as usage details, 
device-related information and IP addresses, by means of cookies, web beacons and other tracking 
technologies. 
 
The information we collect on or through our Website may include: 
 

• Information that you provide at the time you register for use of or access to certain sections 
of our Website, request services, register for newsletters or other communications, enter a 
contest or promotion sponsored by us, or report a problem with our Website. 

• Information that you provide to us whether directly or through a third party when you fill out 
a form or submit a resume on our Website or direct a third-party service provider to submit 
your information related to a job posting on our Website (if you submit information to us in 
response to a job posting through a third-party application or link on our Website, we will 
use, store and disclose information that we receive about you from such third party in 
accordance with this Privacy Policy). 

• Information you provide us when you register your product purchase with us. 
• Your responses to surveys that we might ask you to complete for research or other purposes. 
• Your search queries on our Website. 
• Details of your visits to our Website, including traffic data, location data, logs, other 

communication data, and the resources that you access and use on our Website. 

http://www.casa-systems.com/
http://www.casa-systems.com/
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• Information about your computer and Internet connection, including your IP address, 
operating system and browser type. 

 
The information we collect automatically does not include personal information, but we may 
maintain it or associate it with personal information we collect in other ways or receive from third 
parties. The technologies we use for automatic data collection may include: 
 

• Cookies (or browser cookies). A cookie is a small file placed on the hard drive of your 
computer. You may refuse to accept browser cookies by activating the appropriate setting on 
your browser. However, if you select this setting you may be unable to access certain parts of 
our Website. Unless you have adjusted your browser setting so that it will refuse cookies, our 
system may issue cookies when you direct your browser to our Website. 

• Flash Cookies. Certain features of our Website may use local stored objects (or Flash cookies) 
to collect and store information about your preferences and navigation to, from and on our 
Website. Flash cookies are not managed by the same browser settings as are used for 
browser cookies. For information about managing your privacy and security settings for Flash 
cookies, see the section entitled “Choices About How We Use and Disclose Your Information“ 
below. 

• Web Beacons. Pages on our Website and e-mails may contain small electronic files known as 
web beacons (also referred to as clear gifs, pixel tags, and single-pixel gifs) that permit us, for 
example, to count users who have visited those pages or opened an e-mail and for other 
related Website statistics (for example, recording the popularity of certain Website content 
and verifying system and server integrity). 

 
We may use third-party software and services to assist us in analysis, auditing, research and 
reporting with respect to our Website and to serve ads on our Website and implement e-mail 
marketing campaigns. These third parties may use web logs or web beacons, and they may set and 
access cookies on your computer or other device.  You can set your browser to accept or reject 
cookies and to disable other tracking technology.  The third-party sites may also provide additional 
opt-out methods.  However, if you choose to block or delete cookies, certain features of our Website 
may not operate correctly. 
 
Our Privacy Policy does not cover the use of cookies by others, including, without limitation, our 
partners, affiliates, tracking utility company and service providers. We do not have access or control 
over these cookies. 
 
From Our Engagement or Transactions with Suppliers, Partners and Customers 
 
When we engage or transact business with our current or prospective suppliers, partners or 
customers, we generally create a record of the engagement or transaction, which may include 
personal information of employees or agents of such organizations, which we typically collect directly 
from such persons or organizations.  The type of personal information that we collect will vary 
depending on the circumstances, but will typically include: 
 

• personal details such as name, title, e-mail address, postal address and other business 
contact and professional details (such as a LinkedIn profile);  

• information about the organization; and 
• any additional personal information that the employee/agent or organization provides to us, 

or authorizes us to collect, as part of the engagement or transaction. 
 

https://us.dahuasecurity.com/privacy-policy/#a934009
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From Our Products 
 
We generally sell our products to third-party partners or resellers, such as Internet service providers, 
telecommunications providers and cable service providers, who resell or distribute them to their 
end-user customers. Our products may transmit or process data, which may include MAC/IP address, 
serial numbers, WLAN identifiers, model numbers, device health metrics, radio spectrum parameters 
and network connection and data throughput statistics. We, however, generally do not have access 
to the products following our sale to the partner or reseller or to that data. You should consult the 
privacy policy of the business or person who sold or provided our products to you to understand 
what data they collect and how they use it. 
 
The business or person who sold or provided our products to you may, in limited circumstances, 
engage us to operate remote device management platforms for the products, to configure the 
products on behalf of end users, or to process end user warranty claims.  These circumstances may 
necessitate our access to certain end user personal information.  Such access would be under the 
direction of the business or person who sold or provided our products to you and subject to the 
terms of their privacy policy. 
 
If you are using our CloudMesh integrated suite of devices you can find more information about 
information collected or processed by such devices at https://www.casa-systems.com/privacy/. 
 
From Job Applicants and Employees 
 
We collect personal information from job applicants during the recruiting process, such as name, 
title, contact details, qualifications and work history (including information in your CV or cover 
letter). Generally, we will collect this information directly from you. We may also collect personal 
information from third parties that we choose to involve in the recruiting process (e.g., recruiting 
agencies, job sites or references). Before making an offer, we may collect additional details necessary 
to conduct background checks to determine your suitability for certain positions.  
 
In some circumstances, we may collect personal information that may be classified as sensitive 
information under applicable privacy laws, such as health information, psychometric assessment 
results and other sensitive information you provide to us when you apply for a job or engagement 
with us or during your time working with us. We only collect sensitive information from you to the 
extent this information is relevant to the job for which you are applying or your role with us and only 
in accordance with applicable privacy laws. 
 
There may be other relevant privacy terms that relate to you as set out, as applicable, in your offer 
letter or employment agreement.  If you are located in the E.U., our GDPR Privacy Notice & 
Personnel Data Retention Policy will also apply to you. 
 
If you become an employee of the Company, we may collect additional personal information (e.g., 
date of birth, address, etc.) from you for purposes relating to your employment, such as for 
compensation and benefit purposes. 
 
Other 
 
We may collect personal information based on other interactions we may have with you, including 
in-person, at industry or trade events, by e-mail, via social media and via other forms of 
correspondence or interaction.   

https://www.casa-systems.com/privacy/
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ANONYMOUS INTERACTIONS 
 
We will provide you with the opportunity to remain anonymous or use a pseudonym in your dealings 
with us where it is lawful and practicable (e.g., when making a general inquiry). Generally, it is not 
practicable for us to deal with individuals anonymously or pseudonymously on an ongoing basis. If 
we do not collect personal information about you, you may be unable to utilize our services or 
participate in our events, programs or activities. 
 
For users of our CloudMesh-branded devices, it is currently not possible to configure those devices to 
prevent them from collecting personal data.  If you want to remain anonymous, you should not use 
the CloudMesh-branded devices. 
 
HOW WE USE THE INFORMATION THAT WE COLLECT 
 
We may use information that we collect about you or that you provide to us, including any personal 
information: 
 

• To present our Website and its contents to you, including storing information about your 
preferences, speeding up your searches and recognizing you when you return to our 
Website. 

• To notify you about changes to our Website. 
• To allow you to participate in interactive features on our Website. 
• To provide you with information you request about the Company or our products 
• To manage our supplier, partner and customer relationships. 
• To provide you with notices about your account or your product and service purchases. 
• To carry out our obligations and enforce our rights arising from any contracts entered into 

between you and us, including for billing and collection. 
• To provide solutions and other services, such as back-end services and data analytics, to our 

customers so that they can deliver their products and services to their customers. 
• To research, develop and expand our products and services. 
• To inform you of our activities, products and services. 
• To develop, promote and administer programs and events which may be of interest to you. 
• To recruit and assess job applicants and contractors, including processing and assessing 

applications, conducting psychometric assessments and discharging the Company’s legal 
obligations. 

• To manage your employment or engagement, including to process payroll and manage 
superannuation administration. 

• To conduct processes connected to your employment or engagement including in relation to 
performance, claims, complaints, investigations, psychometric assessments, training and 
development and/or disciplinary action.  

• To respond to inquiries and complaints. 
• To notify you of actual or potential defects in our products or services and remedies. 
• To perform market research. 
• To train team members, contractors and other workers. 
• In any other way we may describe when you provide the information. 
• For any other purpose for which you provide it or for which you provide your consent.  
 

We may also use your information to contact you about our own and third parties’ goods and 
services that may be of interest to you. Where consent to direct marketing communications is 
required under applicable privacy laws, we will ask for this consent separately and clearly. If you do 
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not want to receive direct marketing communications, you can opt-out at any time. If you opt-out of 
receiving marketing material from us, we may still contact you in relation to our ongoing relationship 
with you.   
 
For more information, see the Section entitled “Choices About How We Use and Disclose Your 
Information” below. 
 
Disclosure of Your Information 
 
We may disclose aggregated or de-identified information, and other information that does not 
identify any individual, without restriction. 
 
We may disclose personal information that we collect or you provide as described in this Privacy 
Policy: 
 

• To our subsidiaries and affiliates, which may be located in foreign jurisdictions. 
• To contractors, service providers and other third parties we use to support our business and 

who are bound by contractual obligations to keep personal information confidential and use 
it only for the purposes for which we disclose it to them. 

• To a buyer or other successor in the event of a merger, divestiture, restructuring, 
reorganization, dissolution, or other sale or transfer of some or all the Company’s assets, 
whether as a going concern or as part of bankruptcy, liquidation or similar proceeding, in 
which personal information held by us is among the assets transferred. 

• To third parties to market their products or services to you if you have not opted out of these 
disclosures. We contractually require these third parties to keep personal information 
confidential and use it only for the purposes for which we disclose it to them. For more 
information, see the Section entitled “Choices About How We Use and Disclose Your 
Information” below. 

• To fulfill the purpose for which you provide it. 
• For any other purpose disclosed by us when you provide the information. 
• With your consent. 

 
We may also disclose your personal information: 
 

• To comply with any court order, law or legal process, including to respond to any 
government or regulatory request. 

• To enforce other agreements, including for billing and collection purposes. 
• If we believe disclosure is necessary or appropriate to protect the rights, property or safety 

of the Company, our customers or others. 
 

If you are an end user of our CloudMesh-branded devices, we may also share your personal 
information we have collected about you with our customers (such as internet service providers) 
who are providing their products and services to you. 
 
Third parties to whom we have disclosed your personal information may contact you directly to let 
you know they have collected your personal information and to give you information about their 
privacy policies. 

 
Choices About How We Use and Disclose Your Information 
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We strive to provide you with choices regarding the personal information you provide to us. The 
following mechanisms provide you with control over your information: 
 

• Tracking Technologies and Advertising. You can set your browser to refuse all or some 
browser cookies, or to alert you when cookies are being sent. If you disable or refuse 
cookies, please note that some parts of our Website may then be inaccessible or not function 
properly. 

• Disclosure of Your Information for Third-Party Advertising. If you do not want us to share 
your personal information with unaffiliated or non-agent third parties for promotional 
purposes, you can opt-out by checking the relevant box located on the form on which we 
collect your data.. 

• Promotional Offers from the Company. If you do not wish to have your contact information 
used by the Company to promote our own or third parties’ products or services, you can opt 
out by checking the relevant box located on the form on which we collect your data or 
adjusting your user preferences in your account profile by checking or unchecking the 
relevant boxes. If we have sent you a promotional e-mail, there will be link(s) at the bottom 
of the e-mail allowing you to change your subscription preferences.  Any opt-out does not 
apply to information provided to the Company as a result of a product purchase, warranty 
registration, product service experience or other transactions. 

 
We do not control third parties’ collection or use of your information to serve interest-based 
advertising. However, these third parties may provide you with ways to choose not to have your 
information collected or used in this way. You can opt out of receiving targeted ads from members of 
the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI) on the NAI’s website. 
 
DATA SECURITY 
 
We use reasonable organizational, technical, and administrative measures to protect information 
you provide us. Your personal information will be retained for as long as required for the purposes 
described in this Privacy Policy or insofar as such is necessary for compliance with statutory 
obligations and for solving any disputes. 
 
To determine the appropriate retention period for personal information, we consider the amount, 
nature and sensitivity of the personal information; the potential risk of harm from unauthorized use 
or disclosure of the personal information; the purposes for which we process the personal 
information and whether we can achieve those purposes through other means; and the applicable 
legal requirements. 
 
Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the Internet is not completely secure. Although 
we do our best to protect your personal information, we cannot guarantee the security of your 
personal information transmitted to our Website. Any transmission of personal information is at your 
own risk. We are not responsible for circumvention of any privacy settings or security measures 
contained on our Website. 
 
ACCESSING AND CORRECTING YOUR INFORMATION 
 
We will take reasonable steps to ensure that the personal information we collect, use or disclose is 
accurate, complete and up-to-date. You can help us to do this by letting us know if you notice errors 
or discrepancies in information we hold about you and letting us know if your personal details 
change. You may contact us (see below) to request access to any personal information that you have 
provided to us, or to request that we delete any such personal information. You may also object to or 
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request us to restrict the processing of your personal information. If we process your personal 
information based on your consent, you may withdraw your consent at any time by contacting us 
(see below). A summary of your legal rights is set out below: 
 

• Request access to your personal information (commonly known as a data subject access 
request). This enables you to receive a copy of the personal information we hold about you 
and to check that we are lawfully processing it. 

• Request correction of the personal information that we hold about you. This enables you to 
have any incomplete or inaccurate data we hold about you corrected, although we may need 
to verify the accuracy of the new data you provide to us. 

• Request erasure of your personal information. This enables you to ask us to delete or 
remove personal information if there is no good reason for us continuing to process it. You 
also have the right to ask us to delete or remove your personal information where you have 
successfully exercised your right to object to processing (see below), where we may have 
processed your information unlawfully, or where we are required to erase your personal 
information to comply with local law. Note, however, that we may not always be able to 
comply with your request of erasure for specific legal reasons, which will be notified to you, 
if applicable, at the time of your request. 

• Object to processing of your personal information where we are relying on our legitimate 
interest (or that of a third party), and there is something about your particular situation that 
makes you want to object to processing on this ground as you believe it affects your 
fundamental rights and freedoms. You also have the right to object where we are processing 
your personal information for direct marketing purposes. In some cases, we may 
demonstrate that we have compelling legitimate grounds to process your information that 
override your rights and freedoms. 

• Request restriction of processing of your personal information. This enables you to ask us to 
suspend the processing of your personal information in the following scenarios: (a) if you 
want us to establish the data’s accuracy; (b) where our use of the data is unlawful, but you 
do not want us to erase it; (c) where you need us to hold the data even if we no longer 
require it as you need it to establish, exercise or defend legal claims; or (d) you have objected 
to our use of your data, but we need to verify whether we have overriding legitimate 
grounds to use it. 

 
We may decline your request to access or correct your personal information in certain circumstances 
in accordance with local laws and regulations, such as the Australian Privacy Principles or the GDPR. 
If we do refuse your request, we will provide you with a reason for our decision. 
 
CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 16 
 
Our Website is not intended for children under 16 years of age. No one under age 16 should provide 
any personal information to or on our Website. We do not knowingly collect personal information 
from children under 16. If we learn we have collected or received personal information from a child 
under 16 without verification of parental consent, we will delete that information. If you believe we 
might have any information from or about a child under 16, please contact us (see below) 
 
CALIFORNIA PRIVACY RIGHTS 

 
If you reside in the State of California, this section applies to you in accordance with the California 
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (the CCPA) and other California privacy laws. Any terms defined in the 
CCPA have the same meaning when used in this section.  This section does not apply to the personal 
information reflecting a written or verbal business-to-business communication (B2B personal 
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information) to the extent that complying with certain requirements of the CCPA is temporarily 
exempted for such personal information. If you are a California-based resident working for one of our 
business partners and would like to make a request regarding your rights under CCPA, please send an 
e-mail to us (see below). 

 
HR Related Personal Information 
 
This subsection only applies to human resources related personal information collected from 
California-based employees, job applicants, contractors or similar individuals (HR Related 
Personal Information).  
 
Information We Collect 
 
To carry out our activities and obligations as an employer, we may collect, store and process 
the following categories of personal data, which we require for the purpose of establishing 
and/or administering the employment relationship with you, or managing you as our 
independent contractor: 
 

A. Identifiers. 
B. Personal information categories listed in the California Customer Records statute 

(Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.80(e)). 
C. Protected classification characteristics under California or federal law. 
D. Professional or employment-related information. 
E. Non-public education information (per the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

(20 U.S.C. Section 1232g, 34 C.F.R. Part 99)). 
 
We will collect the majority of the personal data that we process directly from you. In very 
limited circumstances third parties may provide your personal data to us, such as your 
former employers when we are conducting a background check with your consent. 
 
Use of Personal Information 
 
We only process your personal information where applicable law permits or requires it, 
including where the processing is necessary for the performance of an employment contract 
with you, where the processing is necessary to comply with a legal obligation that applies to 
us as your employer, for our legitimate interests or the legitimate interests of third parties, 
to protect your vital interests, or with your consent if applicable law requires consent. We 
may process your personal data for the following legitimate business purposes and for the 
purposes of performing the employment contract with you: 
 

• Employee administration (including payroll and benefits administration). 
• Business management and planning. 
• Tax related administration (including tax withholding). 
• Processing employee work-related claims (for example, insurance claims). 
• Accounting and auditing. 
• Conducting performance reviews and determining performance requirements. 
• Assessing qualifications for a particular job or task. 
• Gathering evidence for disciplinary action or termination. 
• Complying with applicable law. 
• Education, training, and development requirements. 
• Health administration services. 
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• Complying with health and safety obligations. 
 
We will only process your personal information for the purposes we collected it for or for 
compatible purposes. If we need to process your personal information for an incompatible 
purpose, we will provide notice to you and, if required by law, seek your consent. We may 
process your personal information without your knowledge or consent only where required 
by applicable law or regulation. 

 
Individual End-user Personal Information 
  
This section applies to California-based individual end users of our products and services. We 
may collect several types of information from and about you in connection with your request 
for sales support and/or technical support while you are purchasing or after your purchase 
our products and services. 
 
Information We Collect 
 
We have collected the following categories of personal information from our end users 
within the last twelve (12) months: 

 
N/A 

 
Use of Personal Information 
 
We may use or disclose the personal information we collect to provide you with support and 
to respond to your inquiries, including to investigate and address your concerns and monitor 
and improve our responses. 
 
We will not collect additional categories of personal information or use the personal 
information we collected for materially different, unrelated or incompatible purposes 
without providing you notice. 
 
Sharing Personal Information 
 
We may disclose your personal information to our subsidiaries and/or affiliates to fulfill the 
purpose for which you provide it. In the preceding twelve (12) months, we have disclosed the 
following categories of personal information to our subsidiaries and/or affiliates. 

 
N/A 

 
Your Rights and Choices 
 
Under the CCPA, California residents have certain rights regarding their data, including: 

 
• The right to know the categories of personal information we have collected and the 

categories of sources from which we obtained the information (see “Information We 
Collect” above). 

• The right to know the business purposes for sharing personal information (see “Use 
of Personal Information” above). 

• The right to know the categories of third parties with whom we have shared personal 
information (see “Sharing Personal Information” above). 
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• The right to access the specific pieces of personal information we have collected and 
the right to delete your information. 

 
California residents also have the right to not be discriminated against if they choose to 
exercise their privacy rights. 

 
Access to Specific Information and Data Portability Rights 
 
You have the right to request that we disclose certain information to you about our 
collection and use of your personal information over the past twelve (12) months. Once we 
receive and confirm your verifiable consumer request, we will make the disclosure to you. 
 
Deletion Request Rights 
 
You have the right to request that we delete any of your personal information that we 
collected from you and retained, subject to certain exceptions. Once we receive and confirm 
your verifiable consumer request, we will delete your personal information from our records, 
unless an exception applies. 
 
Exercising Access, Data Portability and Deletion Rights 
 
To exercise the access, data portability and deletion rights described above, please submit a 
verifiable consumer request to us (see contact information below).  We seek to respond to a 
verifiable consumer request within forty-five (45) days of its receipt. If we require more time 
(up to 90 days), we will inform you of the reason and extension period in writing (which may 
include email). 
 
Other California Privacy Rights 
 
California’s “Shine the Light” law (Civil Code Section § 1798.83) permits users of our Website 
who are California residents to request certain information regarding our disclosure of 
personal information to third parties for their direct marketing purposes. To make such a 
request, please contact us (see below). 
 
California Do-Not-Track Disclosures 
 
Some web browsers incorporate a “Do Not Track” feature that signals to websites that you 
visit that you do not want to have your online activity tracked. How browsers communicate 
the Do Not Track signal is not yet uniform. For this reason, our Website does not currently 
interpret, respond to or alter its practices when it receives Do Not Track signals. Please note 
that third parties may collect personal information about your online activities over time and 
across different websites when you visit our Website or other online websites and services. 

 
GDPR PRIVACY RIGHTS 
 
If the GDPR applies to you, you have the following additional and specific rights in relation to your 
personal information (where applicable): 

 
• Access: You have the right to request a copy of any personal information we hold about you. 

Any request for access to or a copy of your personal information must in be writing and we 
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will endeavour to respond within a reasonable period and in any event within one month (in 
compliance with the GDPR). 

• Rectification: You have the right to the rectification of your personal data if you believe that 
it is inaccurate. 

• Deletion: You have the right to request that we delete personal information that we process 
about you, except where we are not obliged to do so if we need to retain such personal 
information in order to comply with a legal obligation or to establish, exercise or defend legal 
claims. 

• Restriction: You have the right to erasure of your personal information if you believe that we 
do not have the right to hold it. 

• Portability: You have the right to ask us to transfer a copy of your personal information to 
you or to another service provider or third party where technically feasible. 

• Objection: You have the right to object to your personal information being processed for a 
particular purpose or to request that we stop using your information. 

• Complaint: If you are unhappy with our treatment of your personal information, and you 
have contacted us as set out below, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the local 
data protection authority. 

 
You have the right to withdraw, at any time, any consent that you have previously given to us for use 
of your personal information. In certain circumstances, even if you withdraw your consent, we may 
still be able to process your personal information if required or permitted by law or for the purpose 
of exercising or defending our legal rights or meeting our legal and regulatory obligations. 
 
To make a request to exercise any of these rights (where applicable) in relation to your personal 
information, please contact us (see below). 
 
INTERNATIONAL DATA TRANSFERS 
 
We are a global organization. We generally collect personal information about you in the United 
States, Australia or the jurisdiction in which we or our affiliate with which you are dealing is located.  
It is likely that your personal information will be transferred outside of the jurisdiction it was 
collected to one or more of our affiliates or service providers who may handle, process or store your 
personal information on our behalf.  If you are located in the European Economic Area, you consent 
to the transfer of your personal information to the United States and other countries where we 
operate. 
 
We may disclose your personal information outside the jurisdiction it was collected where we are 
permitted to do so under applicable privacy laws (such as disclosing your personal information to 
overseas recipients where we have your consent or where we have taken reasonable steps to ensure 
that the overseas recipient does not breach applicable privacy laws in relation to your personal 
information or disclosing personal information to an overseas recipient that is subject to a 
substantially similar law or binding scheme to the applicable privacy laws which apply to us). We will 
take reasonable steps to ensure your personal information is treated securely and in accordance with 
applicable privacy laws by any overseas recipient, including, where relevant, by entering into E.U. 
standard contractual clauses (or equivalent measures) with the party outside the European Economic 
Area.  The E.U. standard contractual clauses are available here. 
 
COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION 
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You may contact us (see below) at any time if you have any questions or concerns about this Privacy 
Policy or about the way in which your personal information has been handled.  You may make a 
complaint to us at the contact details set out below.  We will first consider your complaint to 
determine whether there are simple or immediate steps which can be taken to resolve the 
complaint. We will generally respond to your complaint within a week. If your complaint requires 
more detailed consideration or investigation, we will acknowledge receipt of your complaint within a 
week and endeavour to complete our investigation into your complaint promptly.  We may ask you 
to provide further information about your complaint and the outcome you are seeking. We will then 
typically gather relevant facts, locate and review relevant documents, and speak with individuals 
involved. 
 
In most cases, we will investigate and respond to a complaint within 30 days of receipt of the 
complaint.  If the matter is more complex or our investigation may take longer, we will let you know. 
If you are not satisfied with our response to your complaint, or you believe that we have breached 
applicable laws and regulations with regards to the handling of your personal information, you may 
be able to file a complaint with a regulator.   
 
If you are located in Australia, you may make a complaint to the Office of the Australian Information 
Commissioner by telephone at 1300 363 992 or by using the contact details on the website 
www.oaic.gov.au.   
 
CHANGES TO OUR PRIVACY POLICY 
 
We reserve the right to modify this Privacy Policy from time to time in our sole discretion. If we 
decide to modify the Privacy Policy, we will post the modifications here. We will also provide a notice 
of modifications on the homepage of our Website. The date this Privacy Policy was last revised is 
identified at the top of the page. All changes are effective immediately when we post them; 
provided, to the extent required by law, we will seek your affirmative consent prior to applying 
material modifications to this Privacy Policy on how we use or disclose personal information that we 
collected or received prior to the date of the modification. Your continued use of our Website 
following the posting of revisions means that you accept and agree to the modifications. You are 
expected to check this Privacy Policy frequently, so you are aware of any modifications, as they are 
binding on you. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
For Casa Systems, Inc.: 
 

Casa Systems, Inc. 
100 Old River Road 
Andover, MA 01810 
Attention: Privacy Officer 
Email: privacy@casa-systems.com 
Telephone: 978-688-6706 

 
For NetComm Wireless: 
 

NetComm Wireless  
Level 5, 18-20 Orion Road 
Lane Cove, NSW 2066, Australia 
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Attention: Privacy Officer 
Email: cad-privacy-info@casa-systems.com 
Phone: +61 2 9424 2000 
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